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Executive Summary

Studies of heavy-ion reactions and transuranic nuclei performed by the University of Rochester Nuclear 
Science Research Group have been successful in furthering experimental systematics and theoretical under
standing of the behavior of nuclear systems excited to their limits of stability. The theoretical results explain 
specifically the “boiling” and “vaporization” of atomic nuclei but are more generally applicable to isolated, 
quantal many-particle systems which, under thermal or mechanical stresses, all disintegrate by evaporation, via 
surface cluster emission, or via fission-like processes.

Accompanying experimental investigations by the group have demonstrated several new types of dynam
ical instability of nuclei: In central, “head-on” collisions, target nuclei exhibit limited ability to stop energetic 
projectile nuclei and to dissipate the imparted linear momentum. Substantial matter overlap (“neck”) between 
projectile and target nuclei, which is observed at elevated collision energies, can be stretched considerably and 
break at several places simultaneously. These results provide new testing grounds for microscopic theory of 
the cohesion of nuclear matter. This property has remained elusive, even though the elementary nucleon-nu
cleon forces are well known since some time.

Technical R&D has resulted in a detailed characterization of a novel plastic material, which can now be 
used in the design of sensitive diagnostic systems for various types of radio-activity. Innovative application of 
powerful laser systems has produced intense, controllable sources of exotic particle radioactivity for nuclear 
investigations.

Several students have received their Ph.D. degree in experimental nuclear science for their work on basic 
nuclear research or R&D projects.
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I. Summary
During the outgoing grant period (2013-2016), the University of Rochester (UR) Nuclear Science Re

search Group has made significant progress in understanding nuclear reaction modes at low and intermediate 
bombarding energies. This development is due to our theoretical observations and experimental discoveries 
of several novel reaction phenomena. In addition, extensive R&D of new scintillator materials has led to en
hanced radiation detection capabilities for the community.

On the theoretical side, we were able to show1 that, above a certain critical excitation energy, nuclear sys
tems become unstable against a novel prompt decay mode, “spinodal vaporization.” This instability is specific 
to nuclei and other bound but open systems. At the critical excitation, such systems must spontaneously un
dergo an indefinite thermal expansion, accompanied by surface mass ejection into space. The process is faster 
than all decay modes previously known for excited nuclei and sets an upper limit for excitation energy and 
temperature of any equilibrated (compound) nucleus. The mechanism explains previously puzzling observa
tions of limiting nuclear temperatures in heavy-ion reactions and holds the key for understanding the copious 
emission of nuclear clusters in such reactions. These studies also resulted in a set of statistical model parame
terization allowing to extend simulation calculations into the regime of nuclei excited to the limits of prompt 
instability.

On the experimental side, we can report2 evidence for a prompt fission-like reaction mechanism follow
ing the transient fusion of 78Kr and 40Ca nuclei in central collisions at a relatively low bombarding energy of 
E/A =10 MeV. While linear momentum transfer to the intermediate composite is complete, the collective 
motion is not completely stopped before the mechanical stress disrupts the intermediate nuclear system again. 
The observation recalls the “L-window for fusion” phenomenon predicted already by early reaction theory3 
and reappears in modern density functional model calculations4. The effect is important, as it presents an in
dependent measure of the nuclear equation of state, notably the tensile strength of finite nuclei. In spite of 
experimental efforts, it has previously not been demonstrated experimentally.

Yet another unexpected observation was made in the analysis of 48Ca + 112Sn and 48Ca + 124Sn collisions 
measured5 at a bombarding energy of 45 A MeV. For the first time, several (at least 2) correlated nuclear clus
ters (3<Zimf<7) were demonstrated to be emitted in an aligned, quaternary fission-like process associated 
with multiple neck disintegration. This conclusion is deduced from analysis of individual reaction products 
and the kinematic relationships between reaction products. Preponderance of evidence for the unusual pro
cess is provided by the invariant cross section, relative velocities and angular distributions of cluster pairs rela
tive to the projectile remnant.

Extensive in-beam tests of a new plastic scintillator (EJ 299-33) have established outstanding properties 
of this material, which are of practical significance. The scintillator provides not only n-gamma discrimination 
but exhibits radiation-specific response also to energetic charged particles ranging from isotopes of hydrogen 
to isotopes of carbon. Detailed investigations of the dependence of scintillator light output on particle species 
and energy are conducted in the framework of Birks theory6,7.

The development of the experimental platform LIANS (Laser Induced Ion Acceleration for Nuclear Sci
ence) at the powerful UR Omega/EP laser facility encourages the group to embark on unique and novel 
studies of cluster structure and low-energy nuclear reactions between light nuclei, which are highly relevant 
for models of stellar evolution.

During the reporting period, three students have completed and defended their Ph.D. theses in experi
mental nuclear science. All of them have already found positions in industrial and academic R&D or as full
time faculty at a four-year technical college.
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II. Research Accomplishments

II.1 Spinodal Vaporization — a Spontaneous Decay Mode of Highly Excited Nuclei

J. Toke and W. U. Schroder
Departments of Chemistry and Physics, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, USA

Abstract
A previously unknown, prompt decay mode of highly excited nuclear systems is described, which sets in 

at a critical excitation energy per nucleon. It is driven by an unbounded spinodal instability, unique to nuclei 
and other self-bound but open systems. The system undergoes spontaneously an indefinite thermal expansion 
leading to mass ejection and vaporization into the surrounding open space. The mode is faster than, and dis
tinctly different from, all previously known nuclear decay modes. It sets a natural limit for the thermalization 
of nuclear excitation energy.

1. Introduction

Understanding the limits of thermodynamic stability of excited nuclear systems has been a focus of nu
merous theoretical and experimental studies8-12 from the dawn of nuclear science. Theoretical studies have so 
far been overwhelmingly concentrated on instabilities in bulk nuclear matter kept under con- trolled condi
tions and, notably, at a fixed volume al- lowing under certain circumstances for an unphysical buildup of a gas 
of free nucleons in thermodynamical equilibrium with the liquid phase. The model calculations show that un
der such condition, owing to the Van der Waals - like equation of state for uniform matter, three kinds of do
mains exist in the space of control- ling variables for such matter. Firstly, there are domains where uniform 
nuclear systems would be stable. Then, there are domains where the uniform matter would be metastable and 
where, given time, it would end up as a two-phase system as a result of evaporation or condensation. And, 
finally, there is a domain commonly named spinodal, where uniform matter would be unstable and would 
spontaneously separate into liquid and gaseous phases. The above domains are readily identifiable, e.g., on the 
standard plots of Van der Waals’ isotherms as functions of specific volume and pressure.

In contrast to the above theoretical view, experimental studies necessarily involve finite nuclear systems 
formed in the course of nuclear reactions. Such systems are not subject to external confinement and are thus 
at best metastable - free to evaporate particles into open space and to undergo shape fluctuations leading to 
fragmentation - the two basic statistical decay modes of metastable excited compound nuclei. It is worth not
ing here that this metastability is at the very crux of sound thermodynamical models of nuclear decay, such as 
Weisskopf s evaporation model13 and various models of compound-nuclear fission, as well as various numeri
cal implementations of these models14-17. The lack of external confinement has, however, one other unavoid
able consequence which is thermal expansion. The paramount importance of the latter at elevated excitation 
energies has been largely overlooked in theoretical modeling of the equilibrium-statistical decay of excited nu
clear systems - other than these reported in precursor conference proceedings18 of the present study.

The present work is part of a continued effort19-24 to construct an open microcanonical framework for 
understanding decay phenomena of highly excited metastable nuclear systems produced in the course of 
heavy-ion collisions and the limits of compound-nuclear metastability of such systems. It reveals the crucial 
and hitherto unappreciated role of thermal expansion in a peculiar thermal spinodal destabilization of highly 
excited nuclear systems. The latter gives rise to a hitherto unknown prompt decay mode of such systems,
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named here spin- odal vaporization, which then imposes a natural upper limit on excitation energy, a com
pound-nuclear system is capable of thermalizing and a limit on the domain of validity of the very concept of a 
compound nucleus. It is worth noting that while the existence of a limit on such validity has always been un
derstood, beginning with the seminal work by Weisskopf13, its actual location on the excitation energy scale 
has not been accurately specified.

The term ’’open microcanonical” is used here to stress the fact that, unlike conventional microcanonical

Octm/ig Q)

models of statistical nuclear decay, the formalism used here explicitly acknowledges lack of external confine
ment and thus allows for both, large-scale shape fluctuations and thermal expansion. Note, that the lack of 
external confinement translates into the pressure at the periphery of the system (microcanonical pressure) be
ing zero regardless of the excitation energy or (microcanonical) temperature, which clearly is the case for ex
cited atomic nuclei in vacuum.

2. Theoretical Framework

The present study utilizes elements of a thermodynamic framework developed over many years of studies 
of the properties of highly excited nuclear systems, both, infinite and finite. 19~24 The model is based on the 
fundamental thermodynamical principle that an isolated system will assume macroscopic configurations fluc
tuating around the one that shows highest Boltzmann entropy, when- ever such exists. These maximum-en
tropy configurations are homogeneous for infinite systems and isotropic with a smooth density profile, for 
finite systems. As infinite systems one generally understands systems that are large enough to warrant neglect 
of the inhomogeneous surface domain. In contrast, the latter surface domain is of essence in modeling the 
behavior of finite systems. The above assumptions of uniformity and isotropicity are well justified given the 
nature of the formalism used. Naturally, for a self-bound object residing in vacuum, such as an excited atomic 
nucleus, maximum entropy is indicative of zero microcanonical pressure regardless of the excitation, as that 
pressure is given by the first derivative of entropy with respect to volume. For infinite systems, the pressure is 
then uniformly zero, while for finite system only the pressure at the periphery (microcanonical pressure) is 
zero, while in the interior bulk matter it is greater than zero as a result of the action of the surface tension. In 
the latter systems, the surface tension decreases with increasing excitation energy and so does the pressure of 
the bulk matter.

Boltzmann entropy is evaluated in the framework of zero-temperature Fermi gas model and Thomas 
Fermi approximation. The zero-temperature formalism was utilized for the sake of simplicity, but it is also a 
reasonably good approximation in the range of excitation energies considered. Thus, Boltzmann entropy is 
expressed as:

with E, Oconfig, and Em,fg denoting the total energy, the level density parameter, and the interaction energy of the 
configuration considered, respectively. The latter represents the zero-temperature energy of the configuration 
considered. It includes potential energy and the Pauli kinetic energy of the Fermi matter. Equation 1 is the 
base equation of the model, allowing one to evaluate Sw„f,g for any configuration of interest, characterized 
solely by the matter density distribution p r).

Samfig — — Earn fig K (I)
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The level density parameter am„fw was calculated using the formalism proposed in Ref.25:
where a„ expresses the value of the level density parameter per nucleon at normal matter density q„.

The interaction energy is here calculated by folding a standard Skyrme-type EOS interaction energy den
sity S^S (p) with a Gaussian folding function, and the folding length adjusted so as to approximately re

produce the experimental surface diffuseness of finite droplets of nuclear matter.

For the equation of state, the present study adopted a standard form consistent with Skyrme-type nucleon- 
nucleon interaction, which implies the interaction energy density (appearing in Eq. 3) in the form of

The values of the parameters a, b and a in Eq. 4 are determined by the requirements for the binding en
ergy, matter density, and the incompressibility modulus to have prescribed values. The values chosen in this 
study of a--62.43 MeV, £=70.75MeV, and a — 2.0 imply a normal density of q„ — 0.168fnA, binding energy 
per nucleon at normal density of Geos/Qo — -16MeV, the incompressibility modulus of K = 220 Mel ^ and 
Fermi energy at normal density of Ef«™=38.11 MeV.

One notes that in the model calculations for uniformly distributed matter, the finite range of interaction

£fmm = Rg**, [ 4aV#'—>»))* ^dfdP, (3)

is of no consequence and the configuration energy can be written simply as E,v,!t!£=I reeos (<?), where T As the 
system volume. One notes also, that the results of the calculations do not depend critically on the actual pa
rameterization of the equation of state and that a simple harmonic interaction results in similar overall trends

(p) = p(ai—) +----- p — f ] (4)Po a-+\ p„
as the one used in the present study.

At the crux of the present study lies a particular kind of spinodal instability unique to open microcanoni- 
cal systems. In this respect, it is worth recalling that spinodal instabilities are always associated with certain 
extensive state variables of the system being pairwise fixed, with ratios of these extensive variables then rep
resenting derived intensive variables, such as the matter density q, excitation energy per nucleon E/N, and 
iso-asymmetry per nucleon (AT — 7)1 A2. The important difference between the “true” and derived intensive 
variables is that the former (such as temperature T, pressurep, chemical potentials for protons and neutrons 
jip and p.,) are idealizations and are formally fixed throughout the system by fiat of the ensemble considered, 
while the latter are being fixed only on average, allowing for fluctuations of their values across the system up 
to allowing for coexistence of liquid and gaseous phases with different matter densities, excitation energies 
per nucleon, and iso-asymmetries per nucleon. The importance of the derived intensive variables stems from 
the fact that the equation of state refers to their local values and so do the characteristic state functions for 
uniform matter, proper for ensembles considered. For the matter to be stable for a particular kind of thermo
dynamic ensemble, the characteristic state function for this ensemble must be either a convex (Helmholtz free 
energy for canonical ensemble and Gibbs free energy for isothermal-isobaric ensemble for iso-asymmetric 
systems) or a concave (entropy for microcanonical ensemble) function of its de- rived intensive variables. In 
mathematical terms, this means that Hessian (curvature matrix) of this characteristic state function must be 
either positive definite or negative definite, respectively.

In view of tlie above, it is clear that the character of possible spinodal instability not only depends criti
cally on tlie kind of thermodynamical ensemble considered, but is also unique to this kind, as different ensem
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bles fix different sets of state variables. And so, in the classical canonical ensemble, fixed are (intensive varia
ble) temperature T, and extensive variables of volume Vand the number of particles N, allowing under cir
cumstances for appearance of concavity of the Helmholtz free energy with respect to matter density and the 
resulting purely mechanical spinodal instability and ultimately liquid-gas coexistence. In contrast, in the classical 
microcanonical ensemble fixed are the extensive variables V, N and the total energy E, allowing this time un
der circumstances for convexity of entropy as a function of two derived intensive variables, p and E/N. The 
corresponding Hessian is here a non-diagonal 2 by 2 matrix, with eigenvectors not aligned with either coordi
nate axis. Thus the possible spinodal instability will be of mixed thermo-mechanical character and will also ulti
mately result in coexistence of liquid and gaseous phases with different densities and excitation energies per 
nucleon. For the open microcanonical ensemble considered in the present study, entropy is a function of the 
one derived intensive variable of E/N only, and its Hessian degenerates into a single-element (1 by 1) matrix. 
Accordingly, the possible spinodal instability here is of purely thermal character. In this case, the instability 
does not, however, lead to phase coexistence even as it leads first to phase separation. This is so because the 
gaseous phase is not self-bound and will inevitably vaporize further into the surrounding vacuum, synony
mous with a prompt spontaneous decay of the system considered.

For the sake of completeness, it is worth noting that spinodal instabilities are absent altogether in ensem
bles which are defined in terms of only one extensive state variable in addition to the requisite number of in
tensive variables. Such ensembles do not fix (on the average) any derived intensive variables. They include the 
grand canonical ensemble, with the sole extensive variable being volume V and intensive variables being 
chemical potential /a and temperature T, and the isothermal-isobaric ensemble for iso-neutral nuclear matter 
with the sole extensive variable being this time the number of particles, while intensive variables being tem
perature T and pressure p.

3. Results

The general behavior of uniform Fermi matter can be well understood from the appearance of isotherms 
in the familiar Van der Waals type plots. These are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the bulk model matter with 
Skyrme-type EOS with a compressibility constant of K=220 MeV. The isotherms were constructed using the 
microcanonical approach, with T and p representing microcanonical temperature and pressure, and are identi
cal to those computed in a canonical approach, in virtue of ensemble equivalence for uniform matter. The 
isotherms feature prominently the familiar mechanical spinodal domains of negative compressibility characteris
tic for canonical ensemble (such as section BD of the dotted isotherm in Fig. 1) at constant temperature T 
and volume V and such ensemble only. Note, however, that for nuclear systems, canonical ensembles are of 
purely academic interest only, as they cannot be implemented practically. Importantly, the isotherms in Fig. 1 
feature also, albeit less conspicuously, the crucial thermal spinodal domain of negative heat capacity for a real
istic self-bound open microcanonical ensemble in vacuum, i.e., at zero pressure. This domain is bounded at 
point B on one side and point C on the other. Point B is by construction the one where the zero-pressure iso
bar is tangential to a particular isotherm at the minimum of the latter, the isotherm being the one defining the 
boiling-point temperature. In a canonical representation, this isotherm has been termed in recent past as 
“flashing point” isotherm26. Point C represents the excitation energy at which the system becomes unstable 
against uniform indefinite expansion and in that sense the spinodal domain BC is here open-ended. In this
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domain DO nuclear matter will undergo phase separation, with part of it condensing to- ward point B and the 
other part vaporizing toward point C and beyond, i.e., undergoing vaporization.

That the domain BC in Fig. 1 is indeed thermal spinodal is evident when one follows the evolution of a 
self- bound system at zero pressure (isobaric system) with increasing excitation energy per nucleon, starting at 
point A in Fig. 1 (normal density at zero excitation and zero external pressure) towards point B, and beyond. 
The excitation is measured here (for the correspondence be- tween the excitation energy and specific volume 
see Fig. 2) by the specific volume displayed on the abscissa and the trajectory of such an isobaric at -~eropressure 
evolution is illustrated by the dashed line AC. One notes readily, that first, the temperature rises with increas-

K=220MeV
Tboil-IO.GMeV
T-rifr=17.9MeV

-17

-0.5-

Figure 1: Isotherms for the model matter. The isotherm corresponding to zero-pressure boiling 
temperature is shown in dotted line and the critical isotherm is shown in dash-dotted line. The adi
abatic trajectory for a hypothetical infinite system at zero pressure is shown in dashes (line AC), 
while such for the bulk of a finite (A=100) system is shown in bold solid line (line EF, see text).
Point B represents both, the lower (low specific volume) limit of the mechanical (canonical ensem
ble) and the lower (low excitation energy) limit of the thermal (open microcanonical ensemble at 
zero pressure) spinodal domains, while points D and C represent the upper (high specific volume 
or high excitation energy) limits of these domains, respectively.
ing specific excitation energy, while the system undergoes thermal expansion. This rise in temperature is indi
cated by crossing of isotherms with progressively higher temperature indices as one proceeds from point A to 
point B. However, beginning at point B, the trend reverses and now isotherms are being crossed with pro
gressively lower temperature indices, indicative of the heat capacity becoming formally negative. This indi
cates that at point B the system enters [thermal) spinodal domain of convexity of Boltzmann entropy as a 
function of excitation energy and, thus becomes unstable against phase separation. Not only can it not exist in 
this domain as uniform matter, neither can it exist here as a two-phase system. This is so, because the vapor 
phase is not self-bound and will expand indefinitely at the expense of its own energy content upon reaching 
spinodally (at the expense of energy derived from neighboring parts) point C in Fig. 1. Which means, that 
upon acquiring excitation energy in excess of what is needed to reach the “boiling” point B, the system will 
promptly shed a portion of itself via a boiling-like process named here spinodal vaporization, leaving behind a 
“leaner” metastable residue at point B. The latter will subsequently decay statistically via well-known decay 
modes of evaporation and fragmentation showing the source temperature as that at point B, regardless of the 
initially acquired excitation energy per nucleon. One may posit that the spinodal vaporization is akin to boil
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ing, even as in practical realizations the latter may to some extent rely on nucleation phenomena. The iso
therm labeled as Twin Fig. 1 is by definition the one that is tangential to the zero-pressure line in its mini
mum.

The purpose of Fig. 1 is to demonstrate that any self- bound Van der Waals system (one that features 
characteristic Van der Waals isotherms) at zero pressure would enter the spinodal domain with necessity, and 
not by fiat of modeling, as soon as its initial energy is raised in excess of that at point B, and that the vaporiza
tion must take place regardless of whether any “conventional” statistical decay channels are open or not.

While Fig. 1 proves the inevitability of spinodal vaporization or boiling for any Van der Waals - like mat
ter at elevated excitations and demonstrates that the phe-excitation energy per nucleon, starting at point A in 
Fig. 1 (normal density at zero excitation and zero external pressure) towards point B, and beyond. The excita
tion is measured here (for the correspondence be- tween the excitation energy and specific volume see Fig. 2) 
by the specific volume displayed on the abscissa and the trajectory of such an isobaric at zero pressure evolution 
is illustrated by the dashed line AC. One notes readily, that first, the temperature rises with increasing specific 
excitation energy, while the system undergoes thermal expansion. This rise in temperature is indicated by 
crossing of isotherms with progressively higher temperature indices as one proceeds from point A to point B. 
However, beginning at point B, the trend reverses and now isotherms are being crossed with progressively 
lower temperature indices, indicative of the heat capacity becoming formally negative. This indicates that at 
point B the system enters (thermal) spinodal domain of convexity of Boltzmann entropy as a function of exci
tation energy and, thus becomes unstable against phase separation. Not only can it not exist in this domain as 
uniform matter, neither can it exist here as a two-phase system. This is so, because the vapor phase is not self
bound and will expand indefinitely at the expense of its own energy content upon reaching spinodally (at the 
expense of energy derived from neighboring parts) point C in Fig. 1. Which means, that upon acquiring exci
tation energy in excess of what is needed to reach the “boiling” point B, the system will promptly shed a por
tion of itself via a boiling-like process named here spinodal vaporization, leaving behind a “leaner” metastable 
residue at point B. The latter will subsequently decay statistically via well-known decay modes of evaporation 
and fragmentation showing the source temperature as that at point B, regardless of the initially acquired exci
tation energy per nucleon. One may posit that the spinodal vaporization is akin to boiling, even as in practical 
realizations the latter may to some extent rely on nucleation phenomena. The isotherm labeled as Tboi in Fig. 1 
is by definition the one that is tangential to the zero-pressure line in its minimum.

The purpose of Fig. 1 is to demonstrate that any self- bound Van der Waals system (one that features 
characteristic Van der Waals isotherms) at zero pressure would enter the spinodal domain with necessity, and 
not by fiat of modeling, as soon as its initial energy is raised in excess of that at point B, and that the vaporiza
tion must take place regardless of whether any “conventional” statistical decay channels are open or not.

While Fig. 1 proves the inevitability of spinodal vaporization or boiling for any Van der Waals - like mat
ter at elevated excitations and demonstrates that the phenomenon in question has been in ”plain sight” for all
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these years, a more conventional depiction of the instability is offered in Fig. 2 in the form of a caloric curve 
for the open-microcanonical system considered.

As seen in this figure, the caloric curve for such a system features prominently a domain of formal nega
tive heat capacity, i.e., thermal spinodal instability. This domain ends formally at point C where the system be
comes unstable with respect to uniform expansion, such that any portion of vapor reaching (spinodally) that 
point would expand further indefinitely. It is worth noting that the matter density behaves here monotonically 
with increasing excitation energy in the domain of interest, even as thermal expansion is here at the crux of

Figure 2: Caloric curve (panel a) and equilibrium density (panel b) as functions of excitation en
ergy for a self-bound Fermi liquid under zero pressure. Points B and C correspond to those 
shown in Fig. 1.

the spin- odal instability. As pointed out earlier in Section 2, thermal spinodal instability is unique to open iso
neutral microcanonical systems, the only ones where the Boltzmann entropy depends solely on total energy 
per nucleon and the only ones where the convexity of entropy function translates directly into the formally 
negative heat capacity. In contrast, for iso-asymmetric systems spinodal instabilities in open microcanonical 
ensembles would be of mixed thermo-chemical character.

The onset of spinodal vaporization is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a system of two equal masses in thermal 
contact. The present, purely open microcanonical picture allows for thermal expansion while keeping con
stant total excitation energy and mass number, but not the volume. As seen in this figure, at low and moder
ate excitation energies, maximum entropy occurs for a configuration where both (equal) parts have equal exci
tation energies, i.e., for uniform matter and excitation energy distributions. In this regime, the system may and 
will continually fluctuate away from uniformity, but the negative feedback of concave entropy will return the
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Figure 3: Reduced two-phase configuration entropy surface for a configuration of two equal-A 
subsystems with differing split of the available excitation energy E* between the phases.

system back toward uniformity. The situation is dramatically different at excitation energies past the boiling 
point where the curvature of the entropy surface turns positive. From this point on, any randomly acquired 
asymmetry would be further reinforced by the action of entropy driving now the system further away from 
uniformity, with one portion eventually vaporizing away into the surrounding space. It is worth noting that in 
the spinodal domain of excitation energy, there is no hope of ever seeing the system at a state of approximate 
uniformity, even transiently.

For self-bound finite systems in vacuum, i.e., at zero external pressure, the presence of the surface do
main alters the character of the possible spinodal instability in an important way. Flere, the very term can no 
longer be associated with a matter configuration that is uniform in space, but rather with one that is solely 
isotropic around the center of the system and is describable in terms of a nonuniform density profile. For iso
neutral matter considered in the present study, Boltzmann entropy is still a function solely of total excitation

1 2 3 4 5
EVA (MeV)

Figure 4: Evolution of the mass density distribution parameters and the microcanonical tempera
ture with excitation energy per nucleon (See text).
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energy, and the on- set of spinodal instability can be still inferred from the appearance of the system caloric 
curve.

The latter is illustrated in Fig. 4, along with the evolution of the two parameters, the half-density radius 
R1/2 and the surface diffuseness (Sussmann width27) parameter d, that were used to parameterize the error- 
function like matter density profile25. As seen in this figure, the thermal spinodal instability sets now in at a sig
nificantly lower temperature than it did for bulk matter. This reflects the fact that the system has now an 
overall lower binding energy, but mostly the fact that the surface domain is more loosely bound than the bulk. 
One notes, that in the spinodal domain of a formally negative heat capacity, it is the surface domain alone 
that tends to expand with increasing energy, while the bulk tends actually to contract while staying at all ener
gies safely outside of its own (thermal) spinodal instability domain (vide Fig. 2). This is indicative of yet another 
new type of spinodal instability, the one where sections of the system within one fraction of the solid angle 
increase first their surface diffuseness while harvesting energy from the neighboring sections that undergo 
contraction, and while cooling down in the process. Subsequently, surface domains in these fractions vaporize 
into the surrounding vacuum at the expense of their own energy content, all while keeping cooling down.
This process is named here surface spinodal vaporization. The trajectory of the bulk (quasi-uniform) interior 
matter of the finite system considered here is mapped in Fig. 1) as a segment of line labeled EF reflecting re
duction of the surface tension and, thus, the pressure in the interior with increasing (microcanonical) temper
ature. The pressure of the bulk matter is evaluated as microcanonical pressure at the density and the specific 
excitation energy of the (uniform) bulk matter. Note, that the latter pressure is of academic interest only and 
plays no role in why and how the thermal spinodal instability sets in. Here, it helps understand that the sur- face 
spinodal instability sets already in where the bulk interior matter alone is still stable.

4. Summary

In summary, the present study reveals the importance of thermal expansion for the fate of highly excited 
nu- clear systems. It reveals the unavoidability of eventually entering the thermal spinodal domain, when the 
excitation energy injected into the system is increased in excess of a certain critical energy per nucleon that 
can be naturally associated with the boiling-point temperature. The study reveals a new, hitherto overlooked, 
decay mode of highly excited nuclei consisting in indefinite expansion of fragments of the surface domain 
ending in their vaporization - a process named surface spinodal vaporization. For infinite matter (of academic 
interest only) the spinodal vaporization is a volume phenomenon entailing indefinite growth or vaporization 
of various portions of matter throughout the volume of the system. While one can freely speculate about 
what is really happening in the spinodal domain, the underlying thermodynamic theory is helpless in this re
spect. What the latter can do, however, is to tell with certainty that, when formally in spinodal domain, the 
system lacks metastability such that there is no local maximum in the entropy function. Hence, the system will 
promptly shed some parts of itself along with an unfairly large share of excitation energy via vaporization, be
fore arriving at a state of compound-nuclear metastability. The latter is then subject to conventional nuclear 
thermodynamic modeling.

The present study has numerous experimental implications, with the existence of a limiting temperature 
being the most prominent of them. It so happens, that the experimental verification of the existence of a lim
iting temperature is there since very many years [2] and was, actually awaiting a plausible theoretical explana
tion. Further, the model calculations imply that the vaporized matter is colder than the residue, a prediction 
that may possibly find an experimental confirmation. They imply also an unusually low latent heat of vapori
zation that is measured on the excitation energy scale from the boiling point energy per nucleon to the point
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of the onset of instability with respect to uniform expansion - a mere few MeV per nucleon (cf Fig. 2). Fur
thermore, the nature of the model calculations is such that one can expect effects of the N-Z asymmetry, as 
previously reported18.

II.2 A New Prompt Heavy-Ion Induced Fission Mode

E. Henry, S. Nyibule, M. J. Quinlan, H. Singh, J. Toke and W. U. Schroder 
Departments of Chemistry and Physics, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, USA

Abstract

Fission instabilities can be induced dynamically by the mechanical and thermal stresses to which interme
diate systems produced in heavy-ion reactions are exposed. Such processes are poorly understood but should 
reveal independent evidence for the nuclear equation of state, notably the tensile strength of finite nuclei. 
This paper presents experimental evidence in support of a potentially new mode of prompt fission of the 
composite nucleus formed in central 78Kr+40Ca collisions at E/A=10 MeV, only a few MeV per nucleon 
above the interaction barrier. The new process bears semblance of the “L-window for fusion” predicted by 
early TDHF theories and potentially reappearing in modern DFT model calculations.

In addition, experimental data are discussed for the fission-like decay of projectile-like fragments from 
dissipative 48Ca+112Sn interactions at E/A=45 MeV occurring in proximity of their heavier reaction partners.

1. Introduction

Over the past three quarters of a century following the discovery28-30 of nuclear fission, this process has 
been studied intensely for a range of medium-weight to heavy nuclei, mostly at low excitation energies and 
spins, using a variety of nuclear and electromagnetic probes31,32. Major research goals have been to explore 
the limits of nuclear stability and to map geometric pathways of fission, guided by expectations based on mac
roscopic liquid-drop30,33-37 or rotating liquid drop models38,39 (RLDM) for nuclear shapes and deformations. 
Mean-field symmetries for deformed nuclear shapes40 have been shown31,41-43 to have significant influences 
on nuclear stability and, specifically, on the geometry of the fission barrier, featuring one or more secondary 
wells and producing interesting and rich fission phenomenology.

Sustained experimental and theoretical research activities have led to a satisfactory conceptional under
standing of fission occurring from an equilibrium, compound-nucleus state at low specific excitations, E*/A 
^ 1MeV. In many cases, theory has been able to make rather accurate quantitative predictions of fission 
probabilities, relative to competing decay channels, and of fission product distributions. However, it has so 
far proven very difficult to predict, within a comprehensive theoretical framework, the evolution of fission or 
fission-like modes observed for nuclei whose masses or mass-to-charge ratios are very different from those of 
the stable valley44, or for those that receive significant transfers of momentum, energy, or spin within brief 
nuclear interactions. Yet, such fission-like modes have routinely been observed for systems produced in
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heavy-ion reactions at Fermi bombarding energies (Ekb/A = (20 — 100) MeV) and, occasionally, even below 
(see, e.g., Ref. 45-50 ).

One of the well-documented examples of such processes is the emission of (one or several) massive clus
ters (“intermediate-mass fragments,” IMF) in heavy-ion reactions, which resembles statistical fission-like de
cay of a nuclear system excited near the limits of its stability. However, while fission-like emission of multiple 
clusters from heavy systems has been considered and shown [Swi58] to be energetically possible already early 
in the discussion of nuclear fission and other decay mechanisms, later statistical models of so-called multi
fragmentation (cf. Ref.51-53 and others) relied on simplifying, but highly disputable, ad hoc assumptions to fit 
just certain subsets of experimental data in terms of a postulated nuclear “liquid-gas phase transition.” It is 
noteworthy that such methods are still sometimes used in theoretical studies (e.g., Ref.54) of fission barriers at 
finite nuclear temperatures.

Another type of essentially binary nuclear disintegration of projectile-like (PLF), target-like (TLF) or in
termediate dinuclear system (DNS) in heavy-ion reactions is apparently dominated by dynamics. Reported 
examples are the snapping of the matter bridge (“neck”) between nascent reaction fragments55-57, a process 
akin to ternary fission31,58,59, and the binary splitting of one or both of the main fragments following a dissipa
tive reaction, occurring still within the range of substantial Coulomb and/or nuclear interactions45,46,60-64 
[SinQ11, Wilcz12].

While it is clear from the above that the field of nuclear fission research still has a range of questions to 
investigate, it is already possible to use fission phenomenology and quantitative systematics as diagnostic tools 
for investigating fusion and dissipation processes, as well as to probe the nuclear mean field “equation of 
state” (EOS), specifically the nuclear tensile strength and its transformation with isospin, excitation energy 
and spin. The following Section II provides some examples for the EOS related physics that can be addressed 
in heavy-ion induced fission studies. In Section III, surprising experimental observations of an apparently 
new dynamic (shock induced) fission process will be reported, which apparently does not proceed through 
the compound nucleus (CN) stage. Section IV discusses regularities observed for the isotopic distributions of 
fragments from splitting of PLF following a dissipative reaction. The final section offers a summary and out
look.

2. Theoretical Motivation: Heavy ion induced fission and the EOS

Interest in heavy-ion reactions, specifically fusion-fission, at bombarding energies safely above the inter
action barrier derives from their potential to map ultimate stability limits of finite nuclei by varying their A/Z 
ratio, excitation energy and angular momentum. Presumably, this regime avoids specific nuclear structure ef
fects that come into play at bombarding energies near or below the barrier65,66. In fusion-fission reactions 
above the barrier, the nuclear mean field, realized in terms of a density (/>), spin (a) and isospin (S) dependent 
energy functional e is important, both in the entrance (fusion) and the exit (fission) channel. How

ever, the latter process is not the exact inverse of the first, and the exit channel effective field may contain sin
gle-particle and/or collective excitation modes, depending on the internal damping of initial disturbances of
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the matter distribution. Therefore, models are sought that treat entrance and exit channels on the same foot
ing and are able to follow the system trajectory, even if it does not proceed through a compound nucleus 
(CN) state, where most information on nuclear dynamics would disappear.

In simple approximation, the multi-dimensional entrance-channel mean field for two interacting nuclei 
(Z/, Hi) and (Z/, Hi) is modeled in terms of an effective potential energy V (r, f) depending on the nuclear

r(fm)

Figure 2: Radial dependence of effec
tive 16O+208Pb interaction potential 
for different partial waves t. Trajec
tory labels indicate elastic bounce-off 
(1), capture (2), and a dissipative re
action process (3).

an approximately triangular cross section

center separation distance r, relative angular momentum E, and re
duced mass ju . It is given by a sum of Coulomb, nuclear and cen
trifugal potentials, e.g.,

y(r/) = %(0
n2t(t + i)

2/^r (1)
As an example, the effective potential for 16O+208Pb is plotted 

in Fig. 1 vs. rand for various partial waves E. Here, the nuclear 
potential I n is taken as the proximity potential67-68, which is based 
on the finite-range Gogny energy density functional69. Schematic 
trajectories in Fig. 1 are drawn to illustrate dynamic inhibition 
(Trajectories 1 and 3) of fusion in the 16O+208Pb entrance channel 
effected by compressional “bounce-off’ (Trajectory 1) or deflec
tion of the system trajectory away from the CN fusion path (Tra
jectory 3) by driving forces favoring mass or shape asymmetry70, 
or by strong dissipation. Only one of those pictured (Trajectory 2) 
is trapped inside a potential “pocket,” leading to capture and po
tentially to an equilibrated CN behind the unconditional saddle.

Modeling fusion for mass-asymmetric systems and bombard
ing energies above a well-defined barrier in V (r, t), e.g., in terms

of the proximity interaction model with one-body frictional 
forces68-71, it is typically concluded that fusion should occur (Fig.l, 
Trajectory 2) from C = 0 up to a critical value E = E/ This implies 

distribution doy/aC <x (■ Tf (E) • PCN (l,E), where

Tt (E) - ®(tg - is an entrance-channel transmission coefficient admitting all partial waves up to the grazing 

angular momentum tg . The probability PCN (t,F) defines the fusion range, i.e., the corresponding f “win

dow,” [0, C] • It represents the probability for equilibration [SwiW05] of the dinuclear entrance channel 

shape and its relaxation into a CN. This leads to a CN fusion cross section of
^ ^M - %/v B,f)|

The domain PCN (l, E) = 1- PCN (i,E) corresponds to dissipative and quasi-fission reactions residing at

the upper partial waves. The excited CN produced within the fusion '■ window subsequently decays statisti
cally via emission of light charged particles, producing evaporation residues (ER), or via fission and similar 
processes. The competition between these two decay processes is thought to be governed by the angular-mo
mentum stability criteria of the Rotating Tiquid Drop Model (RLDM) which has been developed38 essentially
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Figure 3: Theoretical (TDHF) prediction for 
the energy-L region in which complete fusion 
should occur (hatched) for the reaction 
lsO+24Mg. After Ref75.

Zntranct Ckannti 
ll oOJSk/c

for ground state nuclei. Application to heavy-ion reactions requires extrapolation of the model to hot nuclei, 
taking account of their expansion and surface destabilization, as discussed further below.

Traditional analyses of fusion data assume a fusion 
probability of Pcn ~1, for a band of low £ waves, £ > 0, 
i.e., central collisions, at above-barrier energies. This fol
lowed a period of unsuccessful search for the so-called 
“T-window for fusion” predicted by TDHF model cal
culations of the 1970s and 1980s [Ref. 3-72-75] for ener
gies of a few MeV per nucleon. An example of such 
(TDHF) predictions75 is given in Fig. 2, where the range 
in the Ecm - E plane is shown hatched where fusion is al
lowed. While the upper E-wave boundary is immediately 
plausible, the one forbidden for the more central colli
sions is less direct to explain within the microscopic 
model. Here, insufficient nuclear stopping power allows 
projectile and target nuclei to pass through one another, 
emerging back to back at a 180° c.m. angle relatively un
scathed.

Concerns as to the lower grade of computational ef
ficiency, accuracy and completeness could be used to challenge the realism of the above early TDHF calcula

tions. It is therefore significant and interesting that more recent, 
self-consistent time-dependent TDDF calculations76-77 using den
sity functional theory78-79 predict a similar transparency effect in 
central fusion-type heavy-ion collisions. In Fig. 3, results of such 
calculations with Skyrme-type (STy5) functionals are illustrated, 
showing three snapshots of the density contours of projectile- 
and target-like fragments in a central (£ =0) 78Kr+40Ca collision 
at E/A = 11 MeV, along with the fragment velocity directions. 
This is the actual system for which experimental results are dis
cussed in Section III.

The above calculations predict a prompt asymmetric fission 
mode to be established at times of the order of a few 100 fm/c 
after touching in the entrance channel. The corresponding period 
of this dynamic fission mode and the associated energy scale of 
(3-5) MeV are characteristic of single-particle motion but quite 
uncharacteristic of regular CN fission, which is a slow collective 
process. The few calculations that have already been performed 
with the TDDF model suggest the existence of an energy thresh
old for transparency, as well as sensitivity to the assumed EOS 
and to the entrance channel configuration of, possibly deformed, 
projectile and target nuclei.

In this context, related theoretical efforts should be pointed 
out, considering particular mechanisms for fusion inhibition at 

low energies and/or for heavy systems in terms of a deflection away from the fusion path by mass-asymmet
ric driving forces70-80-81 or by diabatic repulsion80-82. Presumably, there are experimental observables such as

Entrant* Channel 
t)X7Sfr*'e

Exd Channel 
ts % 400 fac

OO
o
OO

Figure 4: Density contours of projec
tile- and target-like fragments in cen- 
tral78Kr+40Ca collisions at E/A = 11 
MeV predicted by TDDF calcula
tions134. Shown are snapshots for the 
indicated reaction times ti-b.
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fragment angular distributions and correlations that would allow one to distinguish experimentally between 
the various mechanisms.

While there are yet few microscopic studies of the dependence of dynamic fission modes on mass-to- 
charge ratio (isospin), excitation and entrance-channel angular momentum, qualitative to semi-quantitative

expectations can be formulated based on the available 
knowledge about the underlying nuclear EOS. A highly 
simplified EOS, based on Skyrme-type energy functionals, 
is illustrated in Fig. 4 for various neutron excesses I. It has 
the form

Pressure of Iso-Asymmetric Matter

P
*

£

asy stiff, 1=0 
---• asy soft. 1=0 

asy stiff. 1=0.2 
asy stiff. 1=0.3 
asy stiff, 1=0.4. 

• asy stiff. 1=0.5 
---•asy soft. 1=0.5

e{PrI) 6o {p) + Cj ■ I2 ; I(/V - Z)/A
(3)

with a a constant related to the symmetry energy and

eo{p) '■= (E/A) (Ekin/A)\

' (3/5)% '

2/3
■b\>L 

Po

-0.7 MeVffrrr

5/3

(4)

- 1L
10.5

Density/Normal

Figure 5: Thermal pressure P vs. matter 
density p/po, for different neutron excesses 
I=(N-Z)/A, based on a Skyrme-type nu
clear EOS. The tensile strength is indicated 
by horizontal bars for 1=0.

Here, po is the saturation nuclear matter density, and the 
quantities a and b are constants. The associated nuclear 
tensile strength is defined as the minimum of the (negative) 
internal pressure, P := p2 (de/dp) < 0 . It has been esti

mated83 as f}^in « -0.7 MeV/fm3 for symmetric matter (N 

= Z). Asymmetric matter, featuring an excess of like nucle
ons, I > 0, is less stable than symmetric matter, as illus

trated in Fig. 4 for a large neutron excess range. Similarly, thermal excitation reduces the tensile strength 
providing less nuclear cohesion. Once the tensile strength is exceeded, e.g., by an internal pressure surge or by 
an external load on the nuclear surface, nuclear matter promptly loses cohesion and disintegrates. The former 
dynamic fission-like event could be induced by compression/rarefaction waves following collisional impact 
shock, as suggested by the TDDF calculations discussed above. The latter could arise from opposition of in
teraction and inertial forces. For cold, symmetric nuclear matter, such a dynamic fission-like splitting can be 
initiated in heavy-ion reactions already at low relative energies, say, (1-2) MeV above the barrier83. It would 
certainly be very interesting to find out experimentally, what the parameters are that describe the influence of 
the EOS on dynamical fission and its damping at substantial excitations.

A host of experimental studies of low-energy fission, reviewed at various stages31-32-65-66, have demon
strated the predictive power of the RTDM38, for the onset of nuclear shape instability, with increasing angular- 
momentum /, and of Bohr’s compound nucleus model for the competition between fission and particle decay 
modes. However, as soon as the excitation energy E*/A exceeds a few MeV per nucleon, these models ap
pear to break down, and new fission-like instabilities appear. There is mounting evidence that these new 
modes, like multiple cluster emission, are associated with the dynamics and thermodynamics of nuclear ex
pansion. In a series of studies of excited nuclei in vacuum, treated84-85 in the appropriate open micro-canoni
cal statistical ensemble, it was noticed that, because of its high local level density, the nuclear surface plays an 
important role in this thermal expansion. The fact, that an excited dinuclear “daughter” system has much
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more surface and associated surface entropy than an excited “parent” mono-nucleus of the same A, Z and 
total energy, is cause for a very fast, “prompt” split of the parent nucleus.

The physical reasons for such behavior are understood from the fundamental proposition of the micro- 
canonical statistical approach: Given a total excitation energy, E*ot, the nucleus expands to assume a new 

equilibrium density profile peq, cooling in the process and ending at maximum entropy S,

dS 4 I Peq (microcanonical
dp JE* [ T [ model

(5)

Here, the microcanonical temperature Tis defined via the density of states. Entropy S and thermal part, 
E* , of the nuclear excitation energy are approximately related by

S = 2la ■ E*h with E* = EL - E*-th Etot Econf (6)

with a representing the nuclear level density parameter (“little a”). The latter has volume and surface 
parts25,

a = aVolume + aSurface = (.aVA + aSA23) (p/p0^ ^
(7)

with a surface coefficient as about 3 times as large as the volume coefficient ay. In Equ. (6), the thermal 
(kinetic) part of the total excitation energy of nucleus A is given by subtracting from the total excitation E*ot

the configurational part, Ec*onf , which contains energy differences relative to the ground state such as due to 

expanded volume, shape differences and finite angular momentum J ^ 0. Obviously, the nuclear EOS enters 
the calculation of Ec*onf , in a significant fashion, because dilution of the matter density away from saturation 

consumes excitation energy.
The main effect of the expansion degree of freedom on nuclear fissility for excitations of more than a 

few MeV per nucleon stems from the softening of the nuclear surface region and the disappearance of the 
surface tension, which is quite dramatic85 above E*/A > 4.5 MeV. This effect implies a reduction of the criti

cal angular momentum where, according to the RLDM, nuclear droplet shapes become unstable, and a disap
pearance of binary fission altogether already at moderately high excitations. Better mapping of the fission do
main would benefit the development of a RLDM for hot nuclei.

3. Experiments
Fission processes induced in several heavy-ion reactions at low (78,86Kr+40,48Ca at Elab/A=10 MeV/A) 

and intermediate (40,48Ca+112,124Sn at Elab/A=45 MeV/A) energies have been studied by the University of 
Rochester group86,87 with the CECIL and ISODEC collaborations. Object in the inverse-kinematics reaction 
78Kr+40Ca at Elab/A=10 MeV/A was to search at forward angles for dynamical fission-like or splitting events. 
For orientation, the RLDM predicts loss of stability for the medium-weight composite systems (A«=118,
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Ztot- 56) and (Atot-172, Z/o/=70) against distortions from spherical shape for angular momenta above J~60 (p) 
and J-82 (6), respectively.

In die experiments, pulsed beams produced by the LNS Catania I<600 cyclotron were used to bombard
self-supporting calcium and tin targets of appropriate thick- 
nesses (/-several mg/cm2). Charged products were detected 
witii the 1192 Si-CsI(TT) telescopes of die CHIMERA 4% 
multi-detector array88. The data acquisition system provided 
AE/E energy, time-of-flight (At—1ns) and pulse shape infor
mation, the latter only for a subset of Si detectors.

Figure 5 displays an experimental correlation between die 
atomic numbers of two detected fragments (Z, >3) on a log 
scale. Narrow distributions peaked near Z,~36 and Z,~20, 
clearly visible in die diagram, are attributed to projectile-like 
and target-like fragments, respectively, from dissipative colli
sions.

Of interest to die following are die events in the cross sec
tion ridge at Zi+Z2~48+2, adding up to 85% of die total 
charge of the system (Zt0f=56). However, die sum charge is 
shared between die two correlated fragments in terms of a very 
broad distribution peaking at symmetric splits. Corresponding 
mass correlations are also obtained for die same events, witii 

A1+A2 ~ 106+16. Similar to die appearance of die Ztot distribution in Fig. 5, die distribution of the sum of 
the masses of correlated fragments is also much narrower than the distribution in mass splits.

The evidence discussed above already strongly suggests a fusion-fission process as origin of die correlated 
fragments. This conclusion is strongly supported by all remaining fusion-fission type observables. For exam

ple, the measured folding-angle distribution of veloc-

Figure 6: Typical charge correlations 
Zi vs. Z2 measured at 0 =5° for the 
78Kr+40Ca reaction at 10 A MeV. Plotted 
is the log of ■ Arrows and la
bels identify projectile and target nu
clei.
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Figure 6: Correlated fragment velocities, paral
lel and perpendicular to the beam, in the rest 
frame of the emitter. Fragment with relative ve
locities in the gate defined in Fig. 8 are in
cluded. The velocity of the cm system in the lab 
has been subtracted.

ity vectors l>1 , of of die correlated fragments (1 and 

2) indicates coll inear, back-to-back emission of die 
fragments in die c.m. system. These velocity vectors 
and corresponding momenta are used to determine 
velocity components, parallel and perpendicular to 
die beam, in die rest frame of die emitter, die fission
ing source.

The resulting invariant velocity plot is given in 
Fig. 6 for fragments with fission-like relative veloci
ties. The origin of this plot has been taken as the ve

locity '/'cms of die c.m. system in die lab. From die 

fact that this experimental velocity plot is centered at 
die origin, one concludes that die correlated frag
ments come indeed from the composite nucleus, 
which is at rest in die overall c.m. system and contains 
die entire system mass and linear momentum. A slight 
deformation of the distribution in beam direction is
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The spectrum of relative fragment velocities vre/ =

Dissipative 
1 Collisions

Fusion-
Fission

vrel (cm/ns)

is given in Fig. 7. It is bimodal, showing one

peak centered at v,n = 4.5 cm/ns which is attributed 
to the dissipative reaction component, whose pres
ence is also expected for the system. Of particular- 
interest in the present context is the second compo
nent peaking at the much lower velocity of v,n = 2.4 
cm/ns, slightly larger than is characteristic of equilib
rium fission. The vertical bars in Fig. 7 indicate the 
velocity range accepted in the definition of fission
like events included in the velocity plot shown in 
Fig. 6. There is, obviously, a small contamination of 
this velocity domain by the tail of a component due 
to dissipative collisions.

not seen in the spectrum of transversal relative velocities.

ok yf

Therefore, for all intent and purposes, the cor
related fragments described above come from a fu
sion-fission-like process. Its somewhat unusual 
properties include the shape of the fragment angular- 
distributions da/dO, which is strongly anisotropic 

and, except for mass-symmetric events, not symmetric about 90°. For asymmetric fission events, the heavier 
of the fragments is emitted preferentially forward in the c.m. system.

The experimental fission angular distribution of the heavy fragment, da/dOHFr , is plotted in Fig. 8. Dif-

Figure 7: Distribution of relative velocities of cor
related events in the reaction 78Kr+40Ca at 
E/A=10MeV. A collinearity condition of -1.0< 
cos(a)< -0.7 (see Fig. 8) was imposed on the 
fragments.

ferent symbols represent the indicated different ranges
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Figure 8: Angular distributions of the larger (of 
two) fragments in the center-of-mass system for 
three bins in mass asymmetry T|a , normalized to 
yields at backward angles.

in fission fragment mass asymmetry defined as
0.1, the distribution is symmetric about ©HFr=90°, as

it must be. But it is not isotropic and has maxima 
both at forward and backward angles. This behav
ior indicates a rather strong alignment of the fis
sion axis in beam direction and demonstrates the 
dominantly dynamic character of the process. A 
weak contribution from regular CN fission to the 
ensemble of considered events is not excluded; its 
contribution can be estimated from the cross sec
tion around 90°.

Fragments are emitted in the process with 
significant excitation, as can be detected by their 
sequential evaporation of particles. In the experi
ment, sequential emission of alpha particles from 
the excited fission fragments was identified by the 
characteristic Galilei-invariant a-particle velocity 
distributions plotted with respect to the corre
sponding fragment emission direction. The scat
ter plot velocity distribution shown in Fig. 9 is a
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composite of events in which a particles from the forward going fragment populate the half plane vff > 0 ,

5 0 5
v,« (cm/ns)

Figure 9: Galilei-invariant velocity distributions 
of a particles emitted from correlated mass- 
symmetric fission fragments. The parallel and 
perpendicular components are defined relative 
to the fragment velocity vectors.

and those from the backward going fragment are 

plotted in the region v“ < 0. The resulting good

matching of the two semi-circular velocity patterns 
demonstrates the correctness of identification of the 
emitters, as well as the quality of experimental cali
brations.

As is already evident from the approximately 
constant invariant a particle cross section in Fig. 9, 
the spin angular momenta of the emitting fragments 
is negligibly small. This conclusion was shown to ap
ply consistently to events emitted in good alignment 
of their fission axis with the beam direction, regard
less of mass asymmetry. In contrast, fragments emit
ted into lateral directions (in the c.m. system) are as
sociated with anisotropic a particle angular distribu
tions, indicating significant intrinsic spin values/, as 
expected for equilibrium statistical fission.

4. Conclusions
Evidence has been presented for a dynamical fission-like process in which the composite system formed 

in central collisions with total mass, charge and linear momentum bypasses the compound nuclear equilib
rium, at least partially, undergoes an essentially binary split into a broad mass and charge distribution. Strong 
memory of the beam direction is retained in a strongly aligned scission axis, with heavier fragments in asym
metric splits are preferentially emitted in the direction of flight of the projectile. The process is reminiscent of 
events predicted in microscopic theoretical calculations. The inability of the system to completely stop the 
relative motion appears to set limits on the tensile strength of the underlying nuclear equation of state.
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II.3 The Role of the EOS in Statistical Decay of Highly Excited Nuclei

J. Toke and W. U. Schroder
Departments of Chemistry and Physics, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, USA

Abstract:
Application of open microcanonical ensemble theory developed by the group modifies previous concepts of 
statistical decay of highly excited nuclei at subnormal matter densities. Appropriately modified statistical decay 
codes can be used to describe and analyze compound-nucleus decay even approaching the boiling/ vaporiza
tion domains. Such modified codes provide new tools for testing EOS and compound-nucleus concepts.

Isolated, moderately excited nuclei are metastable. They decay by slowly evaporating particles into the 
vacuum or undergo fission, which are the two basic statistical decay modes of compound nuclei, apart from y 
decay in their final stages. Concepts of metastability constitute the base of sound nuclear thermodynamics13; 
they have spawned successful numerical implementations of nuclear decay14-16.

For finite nuclei, expansion is governed by maximum Boltzmann entropy, which we relate to density (p) 

and shape dependent configuration energy g , |j#(r)], as well as to the level density parameter 

a^nfig [#(^)] • F°r simplicity, the framework of a zero-temperature Fermi gas and the Thomas Fermi models

are used, reasonable assumptions for excitation energies E* much smaller than the mean Fermi kinetic en
ergy, E * j EL <C (TP ) ~ 20 MeV. Then, the above Boltzmann entropy can be written, as before,

(1)

The configuration energy includes potential energy, Pauli kinetic energy of fermion matter, rotational en
ergy, etc. Equ. 1 is the base equation of our model, allowing one to evaluate A , |jyo(r)J and level density 

parameter25 a , [ £>j for any configuration of interest characterized by the equilibrium matter density distri

bution p ( 7 , in turn, depends on the underlying (iso-) EOS. A typical Skyrme-type EOS of the form

C 0)0 0 -(#/#0)+—-(°0 r + c (°.) 0' (2)
c + 1

is used in the present calculations, where I = (N - Z)/2A is the isospin asymmetry parameter. Parameter 

values adopted in calculations are a = -62.43MeV, b = 70.75 MeV, c = 2. They correspond to a saturation 
density of #>=0.168fm-3, a normal binding energy of £E°S /p0 = -16MeV, a Fermi kinetic energy of 

TF = 38.11 MeV, and a compressibility modulus of K = 220 MeV. Using this EOS, one generates an associ
ated finite-range version by folding with a Gaussian,

F

' j f(f - f)]' exp {- (f - f)Y2A' } ^ ^ (3)jEOS
'int

-3 -*/ (3)

The appropriate folding width (parameter X ~ 2 fm) is found by fitting experimental matter radii and the dif
fuseness of ground-state nuclei. For finite nuclei, expansion dynamics and relation to the underlying EOS are 
significantly affected by the structure of the nuclear surface.
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The abbreviated discussion of thermodynamic stability and disintegration phenomena given above im
plies that our theoretical model should describe the state of the metastable compound nucleus up to the boil
ing point, i.e., it should predict conditions and specifics for compound-nuclear decay. This is of interest be
cause such decay processes are amenable to experimental observation, and because our model provides a 
plausible and robust relation between decay phenomena and EOS available for meaningful testing and inter
pretation of observations. Since, however, no statistical code yet exists describing on a consistent footing the 
many decay modes observed [Col00] for hot, expanded nuclear systems in the domain of limiting tempera
tures [Nat02], we intend to embark on providing statistical model parameters capturing the essential physics 
described in open microcanonical theory.

The main physics contained in existing statistical model codes is encoded in the model level densities, 
their dependencies on nuclear excitation energy and spin, as well as the ground-state inertias, emission barri
ers, and Q-values. Decay probabilities are then calculated from a comparison of the entropies associated with 
competing decay channels [Wei37]. Most of the corresponding properties, safe for the fission barriers, for hot 
and expanded nuclei are quantitatively predicted by our model. Since the corresponding modifications to nu
clear decay phenomena are a direct consequence of the underlying EOS, we propose here for the grant pe
riod,

1) to provide a scheme for upgrading the basic physics contained in conventional statistical codes for nu
clear decay, and

2) to analyze existing data and/or conduct specific experiments testing the excitation function for emis
sion rates and branching ratios predicted by such an upgraded statistical code.

The central equation of our theoretical model relates the maximized nuclear entropy S to the “little-a” 
level density parameter and the available thermal part (E*^J of the total nuclear excitation energy (E*m), as 

given by Equ. 1. The latter also contains collective deformation, compression and rotational energies as a 
combined “configuration energy” reducing the thermal excitation. In this fashion, the entropy is directly re
lated to the EOS.

y E.
0; (a=S)< 0 Peq

T
[EOS ] (4)

The task is then to maximize the nuclear entropy for a given total excitation to obtain a metastable state. The 
level density parameter has volume and surface parts, with ground-state values fixed by experimental system- 
atics25. As the nucleus expands, diluting the spatial matter density, the density of quantal energy levels of the 
Fermi gas increases according to the well-known power law,

a (p)=4, -(p/Po y (5)

In its simplest (harmonic-interaction Fermi gas, HIFG) version of our model, the energy per nucleon de
pends quadratically on the matter density, with a curvature given by the incompressibility modulus K. In this 
approximation, the important quantities can be evaluated analytically. Closed-form relations have been devel
oped for several of the most relevant decay model parameters, which can now be used to start modifying ex
isting statistical computer codes such as CASCADE15, PACE16, GEMINI89 and others.
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Figure 1: Statistical properties of a com
pound nucleus after equilibrium expansion 
to maximum entropy. Various quantities are 
plotted vs. total excitation energy per nu
cleon. Ecompr denotes the non-thermal part of 
the total excitation energy, T the nuclear 
temperature, R the Coulomb radius, k=A/a 
is the level density scaling factor.

Figure 1 displays model predictions for the depend
ence of several decay model parameters on the total ex
citation energy per nucleon (sum of thermal and config
uration energies). The results were obtained for an EOS 
corresponding to a mean ground-state binding energy 
per nucleon of Eu„j = 8 MeV and an incompressibility 
modulus of I< = 220 MeV. Shown in the figure are the 
excitation energy dependence of the equilibrium density 
(curve labeled peq/Qo) of an expanded nucleus relative to 
the normal saturation density.

The quantity T represents the thermal energy per 
nucleon after expansion to equilibrium density, i.e., the 
microcanonical temperature. It is seen to increase to its 
maximum, the limiting temperature of Tmi -5.7 Mel 
corresponding to an excitation ofE*/A~ 6.8 MeV. At
about E' / M = 9 • E^j/8 The mean temperature of

the nucleon vapor emitted from a boiling nucleus is cal
culated as Trapor ~ 4 MeV, significant colder than the res
idue at boiling, a specific prediction for nuclear decay in 
vacuum.

One also predicts an increase in the Coulomb radius 
Ro by up to 50%, leading to a significant reduction in the 
barrier for charged-particle emission and corresponding

changes in spectrum shapes. Vertical slopes shown by the curves for several variables at about E*/A = 9 
MeV indicate inherent system instabilities, which lead to sudden, non-statistical disintegration. Such, poten
tially mixed-mode instabilities have been treated in our more sophisticated, finite-range calculations con
ducted in past grant periods1-23-90.

It is a significant advantage of our model description of highly excited compound nuclei that it builds 
upon the traditional description in terms of an interacting-Fermi gas model for the nucleus but logically ex
trapolates to higher excitations the very concepts incorporated in all statistical models codes such as CAS
CADE15, PACE16, GEMINI89 and others. Hence, our model parameters represent extrapolations of previ
ously constant parameters already contained in the traditional models. The envisioned modifications should 
account for several physical effects:

1) “Expansion cooling” of a hot nucleus at initially saturation density occurs because chaotic internal ki
netic energy of nucleons is transferred to increase potential energy associated with the nuclear binding energy 
represented by the nuclear EOS.

2) Increased density of levels available to the expanded nucleus relative to those for saturation density, re
sulting from a lower matter density.

3) Decreased Coulomb energy barriers compared to ground-state nuclei because of expansion.

These effects change the branching ratios of competing decay channels, as well as the kinetic-energy 
spectra of the emitted particles but preserve the overall binding energies and decay Q-values. What needs to 
be explored quantitatively is the sensitivity of the branching ratios to the underlying EOS. The large increase 
with excitation energy E*/A of the density of available levels is indicated in Fig. 7 by the relation k=A/a,
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which starts from the ground-state value of k=8 MeV to decrease by more than a factor of two. These quan
tities can have a large effect on decay probabilities and branching ratios, as they enter exponentially the statis
tical-model expressions for decay widths given by

r( El., 7 ) = E*_, 7)
(27+i)

24(4d)^(3T/A^ (2^,)̂ 4-^ ' f -
(/+i/T

2 3T/A2
(6)

1

for a nucleus at thermal excitation energy E*, temperature T, and spin J, where 3 is a relevant effective mo

ment of inertia. The quantity cr2 = 3 Tjfi2 is the “spin cutoff’ parameter describing the fall-off of the proba

bility distribution for large spin angular momenta carried by an equilibrated nucleus. It depends on the macro
scopic size and shape of the excited nucleus.

To explore the effect of nuclear expansion on the first (entropy) term S = 2*Ja ■ E* in the exponential in 

Equ. 6, one may consider the excess entropy AS = 2af (E*) ■ Tqu(E*) - 2(a0 ■ E* V . This gain in entropy is a

non-monotonic function of excitation. For an A=200 nucleus, it takes on large values between excitation en
ergies of E*/A = 4 and 6 MeV. Here, one expects a decay branching that is rather different from that ex
pected for the not expanded nucleus and, therefore, a sensitivity of branching to the underlying EOS. Note 
that the boiling energy is approximately E*/A=6.8 MeV, such that at such excitations, saturation-density nu
clear matter does not exist in a meta-stable form. However, based on our general understanding of the ther
modynamics of the decay of finite nuclei, we expect a relatively weak dependence of branching ratios on exci
tation energy slightly past E*/A ~ 5.5 MeV.

It is tempting to speculate that, as additional energy is deposited in a nucleus, corresponding massive 
ejection of matter occurs from the surface region, surrounding an ever-decreasing nuclear bulk. Since the rela
tive thermal velocities of nucleons in the separating patches of matter are still small, these domains can coa
lesce and form clusters. Certainly, the Rochester work on establishing a thermodynamic description of finite 
nuclei in an open micro-canonical approach has provided a pathway for achieving a final resolution of the 
long-standing puzzle of nuclear multi-fragmentation that continues to vex modern nuclear reaction theory.
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II.4. Prompt “Necklace” Fragmentation of the Dinuclear System
in Dissipative Reactions
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Abstract:
Prompt, collinear emissions have been observed for 1, 2, and, possibly, 3 light nuclear clusters, trailing at mid
velocities the fast projectile remnants from mid-peripheral 48Ca+112,124Sn collisions at E/A = 45 MeV. Experi
mental evidence suggests that the chain of aligned light clusters (Zcl = 3-5) is produced in the decay of mas
sive, neck-like structures joining projectile-like and target-like fragments in transient dinuclear systems. The 
dynamical mechanism resembles ternary, quaternary and higher-multiplicity fission modes. It represents a tool 
for studying the tensile strength and dynamical instability modes of warm, viscous nuclear matter.

II.4. 1 Introduction

Since its beginnings, nuclear science has focused on the macroscopic shapes of atomic nuclei, droplets of 
a (Fermi) fluid suigeneris. In spite of the enormous progress in understanding made in the past 75 years, explo
rations of the characteristic dependencies of the stable nuclear shapes and nuclear disintegration modes, on 
mass number A, neutron excess I = (N-Z)/A, excitation energy E* and spin angular momentum J, are in
complete and need to continue91,92. As expected from macroscopic energetics38,93, the most stable nuclei as
sume compact spherical, or nearly spherical, ground-state shapes that minimize nuclear surface energy. How
ever, intrinsic quanta! structure imposes strong deformations on nuclei in certain domains of the Segre 
Chart94. In turn, internal structure may also constrain95 nuclear shapes from becoming too compact, lending 
itself to observation and detailed theoretical evaluation96-98. Studies of the fine structure of the fission bar
rier31,32,41,99, the shape of fission pathways43 and explorations of the multi-dimensional potential energy land
scapes in heavy-ion reactions47, e.g., for the production of super-heavy nuclei100,101 illustrate past utility of the 
connection between macroscopic shape dynamics and intrinsic nuclear structure for progress in nuclear sci
ence.

Spontaneous nuclear fission31,32 and low-energy, fission-like dissipative heavy-ion reactions47,102 are cases 
in point. These are essentially binary processes with only two (Mf = 2) massive primary fragments in the exit 
channel, even though Q-values would allow103 simultaneous emission of multiple massive fragments. Because 
of intrinsic excitations acquired in the process, the hot primary reaction products de-excite in statistical decay. 
The latter fragments sequentially de-excite statistically, but on significantly longer time scales. Promptly emitted 
additional particles, nucleons or small nuclear clusters, are rare. Reasons for the inhibition of multi- fragmenta
tion (Mf > 2) processes at relatively low energies can be found21,22,104 in the compound “bottle neck” effect 
imposed on the density of accessible states by important exit-channel interaction barriers.

Of specific interest in this context are neck-like structures,105-111 the matter bridges that presumably con
nect temporarily the massive fission fragments or products emerging from a dissipative heavy-ion reaction. In 
models of low-energy fission,31,37,112 the neck is predicted to have little mass and attain a relatively short maxi
mum length55,113 before snapping in one place. Theoretical estimates based on the liquid-drop model capillary
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stability predict83-114-115 55 a “magic” relation of maximum neck length (In) to neck radius (A) of t N ~11 ■ rN . 
Experimental evidence based on fission fragment multiplicity116-119 and final fragment kinetic energies31,32 sup
ports that picture. Significant probabilities for simultaneous multiple neck ruptures, which would lead to ternary 
or higher-order nuclear fission, are neither predicted by theory nor experimentally observed.119,120 This fact 
impedes a more detailed experimental study of necked-in nuclear shapes and their connection to the nuclear 
equation of state.

The above conundrum can be addressed by experimentation on complex shape evolution in dissipative 
heavy-ion reactions which, like fission produce mostly two massive, projectile-like and target-like, fragments. 
While at asymptotic times the hot primary fragments have de-excited and regained their compact ground-state 
shapes, the intermediate, pre-scission state displays the most interesting configurations. Its temporal evolution 
across the multi-dimensional potential energy landscape, its eventual disintegration mode and associated time 
scales should reflect the variations of internal nuclear structure and basic fermionic fluid dynamics with the 
balance between collective and intrinsic (thermal) excitations. Since excitation energy equilibration times in 
heavy-ion reactions are very fast47 (~ 10-22s), the elevated nuclear temperatures attained in dissipative heavy-ion 
reactions at several tens of MeV per nucleon are expected to rapidly expand the system and, in particular, soften 
the nuclear surface. Therefore, in these reactions, pre- and final scission shapes are expected107,121 to be more 
complex than occurring in low-energy fission. Since they would reflect temperature and density dependence of 
the mechanical, chemical, and thermal stability of nuclear matter, searching for the potentially extended neck
like structures produced in heavy-ion reactions is of particular interest. A number of experiments60,63,64,122,123 
have already reported on unexpected breakup and splitting phenomena involving the fast-moving projectile
like fragments, results of potential relevance to the task.

The present experiment has found and studied such structures in dissipative reactions 48Ca + 112Sn and 
48Ca + 124Sn at a bombarding Energy of 45 MeV/A via the observation of prompt aligned binary, ternary, and 
quaternary fragmentation. The following Section 2 describes briefly experimental setup and procedures. Sec
tion 3. describes some details of the kinematical analysis and provides a qualitative discussion of results. Con
clusions and outlook are offered in Section 4.

II.4. 2. Experimental Procedures

The experiment was conducted at the Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (LNS) Catania/Italy. Various cali
bration and production beams were provided by the LNS 15-MV Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator and the 
K800 superconducting cyclotron, respectively. Production beams of 45 A-MeV 48Ca ions were used to bom
bard (630-680) mg/cm2-thick, self-supporting targets of isotopically enriched 112Sn and 124Sn targets, mounted 
in the center of the CHIMERA target chamber CICLOPE. The CHIMERA 4% multi-detector array covers 
the angular range {1°< © < 176°, 0° < (|) 51 180°} with 1192 Si/CsI(T7) charged-particle detector telescopes, 
arranged in two super structures, forward CONE and central SPHERE. The Si transmission detectors had 
thicknesses of ~ 300 p. They provided particle identification in atomic number (Z) via the Z-dependent spe
cific energy loss and A-dependent time of flight (TOF) information. The residual energy (E) was measured 
with the (3-12)-cm thick CsI(T) scintillators read out via pin diodes. For light and intermediate mass charged 
particles, this element also provided particle identification, utilizing a pulse shape discrimination (PSD) 
method involving fast and slow scintillator light output components. and A-dependent time of flight (TOF) 
information. The residual energy (E) was measured with the (3-12)-cm thick CsI(T) scintillators read out via
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Figure 1: Events from the reaction 48Ca+124Sn at 
E/A=45 MeV. Shown is a scatter plot of Si vs. Csl re
sponse for a detector telescope at 5.2 degrees. The 
polygon identifies Z=6 fragment events.
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Figure 2: 48Ca+124Sn, isotopic distribution for Li. 
The yield is plotted vs. linearized continuous 
pseudo parameter Z-3.

pin diodes.

The detectors were serviced by the stand
ard, fast-slow CHIMERA electronics and data 
acquisition system. In the production runs, 
events with detected product multiplicity MF > 2 
(minimum bias) were recorded, except for a con
current, 1:20 sampling of elastic scattering events. 
Further details of CHIMERA detectors and elec
tronics are presented elsewhere.88-124 All data 
cited in the following presentation have been 
tested for instrumental bias, or corrected for fi
nite efficiency, using a software replica125 of the 
detector, which has been developed and tested 
extensively in the past.

An example of raw data obtained for the re
action 48Ca+124Sn is presented in Fig. 1. Here, the 

response of the Si transmission detector is plotted 
vs. the Csl light output in form of a scatter plot. 
Yield ridges are labeled according to the atomic 
numbers of the detected particles. The PSD 
method applied to the CsI(T/j light output pro
vides more precise particle identification for the 
lighter ions (p, cl, t, AHe).

In Fig. 2, the mass distribution obtained with 
a forward detector is plotted for element 2=3 
(Li). The resolution is typical for the domain of 
light and intermediate-mass charged particles, 
commonly dubbed IMFs. The overall shapes of 
the isotopic distributions for Li to C are similar to 
the one depicted in Fig. 2, i.e., roughly asymmetric 
Gaussians. As expected, the distributions for the 
neutron richer target 124Sn are shifted slightly to 
heavier masses, when compared to those for the 
n-poorer target 112Sn.

II.4. 3. Experimental Results

II.4.3a Overall dissipative reaction features
First inspection of experimental reaction phenomena124-125 for both systems 48Ca+112-124Sn reveals that, 

for much of the cross section, reaction phenomena are in qualitative agreement with a low-energy dissipative
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Figure 3: Atomic-number vs. velocity component in 
beam direction for 48Ca+mSn reaction events.
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Figure 4: Wilczynski contour diagram for the reaction 
48Ca+112Sn. Plotted are PLF lab kinetic energy (a) or 
speed (b) vs. laboratory emission angle | Oplf |. Curves 
represent model calculations.

mechanism, in spite of the elevated bom
barding energy of E/A=45 MeV. However, 
there are also striking differences, which turn 
out to support a different reaction scenario.

Figure 3 depicts an angle-integrated, 
two-dimensional, logarithmic contour dia
gram, where the atomic number Z is plotted 
vs. the velocity component in beam direc
tion, as measured for charged particles de
tected in the reaction 48Ca+124Sn at E/A=45 
MeV. The dashed enclosure defines the dis
tribution of projectile-like fragments (PLF).
It corresponds to a measured low event mul
tiplicity of Mevent < 5. The PLF distribution 
exhibits an intense peak of quasi-elastic and 
partially damped events at <Z>~20 and 
<v||>=9 cm/ns, fanning out into a ridge of 
yield for which reduced velocity correlates 
with reduced atomic number. The latter cor
relation is the result that might be expected 
from secondary particle evaporation from 
the hot primary PLFs.

Separated from the above PLF distribu
tion, a domain of light and intermediate 
products with Z < 10 is observed in the con
tour plot of Fig. 3. The associated large event 
multiplicity of Mevent> 15 identifies this dis
tribution with significant levels of energy dis
sipation (Ediss 300 MeV). It is noteworthy 
that these particles have parallel velocity 
components that range from low values up 
to that of the quasi-elastic PLFs, but not be
yond.

The Wilczynski contour diagrams shown 
in Fig. 4 represent an effective way to visual
ize system trajectories. Here, the lab kinetic 
energy (panel a) or lab velocity (panel b) of 
PLFs are plotted vs. the corresponding emis
sion angle #plf, actually just vs. | #plf | • The 
patterns observed in Fig. 4 are also typical 
for dissipative reactions,47 specifically for dis
sipative orbiting.47 Here, in a collision be
tween projectile and target nuclei, a dinuclear

system is formed transiently, which rotates about its center of gravity, while kinetic energy of relative motion 
is dissipated. For large degrees of energy dissipation, the system has rotated past the beam direction (#plf =
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00), such that the PLF is emitted at negative angles. In an experiment, where positive angles are not distin
guished from negative angles, one observes a superposition of the two parts of a continuous ridge of yield 
associated with positive and negative angles, respectively.

The curves in Fig. 4 represent averages of semi-classical model predictions obtained with the reaction 
code CLAT,126 which is based on the one-body nucleon exchange model.68 These calculations were comple
mented by simulations of the sequential statistical fragment decay, employing the code GEMINI.127 As seen 
in Fig. 4a, the model simulations (“Evap corrected”) describe the mean PLF energy-angle correlations quite 
well. Other inclusive observable distributions, such as the PLF mass and Z distributions, are also well repro
duced by CLAT-plus-GEMINI simulations.

However, this apparent agreement of experimental data for the present Ca+Sn reactions at E/A=45 
MeV with key predictions by a low-energy reaction model is deceptive. An actual discrepancy between data 
and theory is demonstrated by the Wilczynski plot of Fig. 4b, which changes the representation of Fig. 4a to 
one in which the PLF velocity, rather than its kinetic energy, is plotted vs. emission angle. Obviously, in this 
latter rendition (Fig. 4b), the theoretical simulation misses the experimental Wilczynski yield ridge by a signifi
cant margin, for the larger degrees of damping (negative angle ridge). In this domain, the large energy differ
ences measured for the PLFs, relative to the beam energy, are not caused by frictional damping of the projec
tile velocity and subsequent particle evaporation. Rather, this kinetic energy loss must be due to a prompt loss 
of mass by the projectile or by the fast PLF during the nuclear interaction with the target. To recover the cor
responding missing PLF mass, one is led to search the data for relatively fast, intermediate-mass fragments 
(IMF) that are kinematically correlated with the PLFs or their remnants. The data in Fig. 3 indicate that such 
IMF particles may indeed exist.

II.4.3b Multi-particle correlations in Ca+Sn reactions

In order to test the validity of the above scenario, the 48Ca+112Sn and 48Ca+124Sn data sets were scanned 
for events in which a Ca-like, PLF or remnant PLFr, was detected in coincidence with intermediate-mass 
fragments between lithium and carbon (3 <Zimf < 6). The particles detected in each event were sorted ac
cording to individual Z and A values, velocity vectors, and grouped according to the overall multiplicity Mlcp 
of associated light charged particles (lcp). The latter multiplicity observable can be taken as an estimate of the 
collision impact parameter.47

Indeed, for mid-peripheral collisions (<Micp> >15) associated with energy losses of several
hundred MeV, a significant fraction (~10%) of PLF remnants appeared in coincidence with up to 3 IMFs in 
the scanned mass and Z range. As indicated by the Atomic number/velocity diagram in Fig. 3, such IMF par
ticles have a range of “mid-velocities,” velocities below that of PLFs (or their remnants). This fact renders 
sequential, statistical evaporation from the fast-moving PLFs an unlikely origin for such IMFs.

In Fig. 5, a hypothetical scenario is shown with two IMFs placed in the spatial region between the rem
nants of PLF and TLF, PLFr and TLFr, resp. For the purpose of the specific data analysis, the reaction plane 
has been defined by the beam axis and the vector sum of the velocities of the two heaviest fragments, PLFr 
and IMF1, as measured in forward direction (“PLF-TLF Reference”). In a scenario, in which these latter two 
particles result from a dynamic splitting of a primary PLF, with a basically intact TLF, this reference would 
indicate the reconstructed mean direction of flight of the PLF prior to splitting.
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iPLFR

Reaction Plane
Figure 5: Schematics of reaction scenario with remnants of primary PLF and TLF and one neck- 
IMF in the neck region between. Dashed circle indicates relative position of second neck IMF. The 
reaction plane is defined by beam direction and velocity sum of PLF remnant (PLFr) and corre
lated IMFi, which approximates the initial PL-TLF separation axis. The inset defines the angle a 
between relative PLFr-IMFi velocity vector . = yfl|, — £>,„. and reference direction.

How well the reaction plane is defined by this procedure can be seen from Fig. 6 showing the out-of- 
plane angular distribution dP/dP of the normalized emission probability P oc a, where /? is the out-of-plane 

angle of the relative velocity uie/ = oPLP - oIMP vector for the PLFr-IMFi pair of fragments. The resulting

Figure 6: Out-of-plane angular correlations between 
PLF remnant and IMF

distribution (cf. Fig. 5) turns out to be unimodal, 
symmetric and peaked about /? = 0°, demon
strating the absence of bias in the procedure. A 
significant width of the out-of-plane distribution 
is expected from sequential evaporative deexci
tation of hot primary reaction products.

The orientation of the PLF remnant/IMF 
pair relative to the reference direction (cf. Fig. 6) 
in the reaction plane is illustrated in Fig. 7, 
where the in-plane angular distribution of the 
yield, dc/dQa, is plotted vs. the angle a sub
tended by the relative velocity vector Uid and 
the hypothetical PLF-TLF Reference direction. 
A relative angle of a < 90° indicates forward 
emission of the PLFr and backward emission of 
the IMF (toward the TLF), in the relative frame 
of reference. For a > 90°, the intermediate mass 
fragment is emitted forward of the PLFr.
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Figure 7: In-plane angular distributions da/d£2a for light IMF- 
heavy PLF remnant pair, taken relative to the heavy PLF rem
nant, for the systems 48Ca +142Sn (solid-black (online) histo
gram) and 48Ca +mSn (dotted-red (online) histogram).
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Figure 7 shows the angular distri
bution da/dQa for the spatial orien
tation of the PLFr-IMF axis, given by 
the relative velocity vector. The distri
bution is strongly anisotropic and not 
symmetric about a = 90°. It peaks 
strongly at forward angles and, to a 
somewhat lesser extent, also at back
ward angles. This anisotropy reflects 
strong alignment of the PTFr-IMF 
axis with respect to the PTF-TTF ref
erence (cf. Fig.5). It indicates a domi
nantly dynamical, non-statistical frag
mentation mechanism producing the 
measured aligned PTFr-IMF pairs. In 
contrast, a statistical, fission-like pro
cess would lead to a forward/back
ward symmetric distribution da/dOa, 
and an isotropic angular distribution 
da/da ~ const. Maximum contribu
tion by a possible statistical compo
nent can be estimated from the back
ward peak in da/dOa amounting to a 
fraction of < 25% of the considered 
class of events.

A dominantly dynamic mecha
nism for the observed PTFr-IMF cor
relations is corroborated by the meas
ured distribution of relative velocities 
between the PTF remnant and the as
sociated IMF presented in Fig. 8. Here, 
the yield is plotted in terms of a con
tour diagram vs. orientation angle a 
and relative velocity Vld jvllob , nor

malized to the corresponding Coulomb 
velocity,128

0.755-
7 7

- + 7.3

PLFR ^ ^IMF

(1)

Figure 8: Contour diagram of the probability plotted vs. The above Equ. 1 predicts the relative
IMF-PLF remnant relative velocity and the in-plane orienta- velocity expected from just the mutual 
tion angle of the fragmentation axis. Coulomb repulsion of the PTFr-IMF
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pairs, based on experimental fission systematics. The quantity p is the reduced mass of the pair; Z and A no
tations are obvious.

As expected, the intensity pattern seen in the contour plot of Fig. 8 recalls the non-statistical angular dis
tribution apparent already in Fig. 7. However, the fact that forward emission of the PLFr is associated with 
high relative PLF-IMF velocities, exceeding those due to Coulomb repulsion by 50% or more, lends addi
tional support to a dynamical production mechanism for these events.

For events corresponding to backward emission of the PLFr, in the direction toward the TLF remnant, 
the distribution indicates a smaller mean excess velocity, one that is still 10% above the Coulomb systematics. 
This latter, smaller excess relative velocity could perhaps be explained by centrifugal velocity components 
adding to Coulomb repulsion. Collective rotation of the primary PLF corresponding to a mean angular mo

mentum of J ~ 30h could explain the excess relative velocities observed for backward emission events in

terms of a statistical disintegration of the primary PLF. Angular momentum transfer of this magnitude is con
sistent with CLAT simulations performed for the systems of interest here.

The above observations regarding the anisotropic angular distributions of yields and excess relative PLFr- 
IMF velocities have been made consistently for both Ca+Sn reactions. They lead one to conclude that such 
fragment pairs do not result from sequential decay of hypothetical primary PLFs occurring outside the nu
clear field of the other massive TLF reaction partner. Notably, the observed excess relative velocities require a 
dynamic “pull” by reaction partners left behind the fast PLFs.

Further elucidation of the complex reaction mechanism for the Ca+Sn reactions of interest here comes 
from extending the analysis to events, in which more than one IMF in the range 3 < Zimf < 6 is detected in 
coincidence with a fast-moving PLF remnant. However, the probability P(Mimf) of IMFs coincident with 
PLFrs decreases by roughly one order of magnitude per MiMF unit. Although events with up to 3 of such 
IMFs have been identified in the Ca+Sn data sets, the low statistics for the higher multiplicities prevents de
tailed correlation analysis for Mimf > 3. However, coincident IMF-IMF pairs {Li-Li, Li-Be, ...., C-C} have

COS Oil,2

Figure 9: Correlated pairs Li-C and B-C of IMF pairs measured in coincidence with PLFr are ana
lyzed for the reaction 48Ca+124Sn. Angles are measured relative to the PLF-TLF reference (Fig. 5).

been detected with reasonable statistics, as shown in Fig. 9 presenting examples for such di-IMF data for 
48Ca+124Sn. Here, angular distributions d(7i jd cos CC[ are illustrated for the individual IMF, (j =1,2) in a pair

of IMFs coincident with a fast-moving PLFr., where a, is the emission angle of IMF,, measured relative to the
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Figure 10: Correlation between emission angles of two cor
related Li IMFs, measured relative to the PLF-TLF refer
ence. The inset illustrates the angular correlation between

a -aIMl, '
the two IMFs, where ©

tual opening angle to range below the angle © is given by the associated solid angle,

AD = 2n{\- cos (0/ 2))

PLF-TLF reference (cf. Fig. 5). Obviously, 
the IMF angular distributions are all aniso
tropic, strongly forward peaked (cos >
0) eliminating a statistical origin of these 
particles. The emission scenario of the 
IMF pair in coincidence with a PLFr corre
sponds to that anticipated in Fig.5, where 
both IMFs are lined up, trailing behind the 
PLFr. The following discussion is exem
plary but concentrates on the statistically 
most prominent Li-Li correlations.

In order to quantify the angular corre
lation of the pairs of IMFs trailing the 
PLFr, consider the opening angle 
© = aim - aIMR defined by their velocity

vectors uJAjF (/' = 1,2). For random rela

tive orientations of the two IMF velocity 
vectors, the relative probability for an ac-

(2)

The corresponding un-normalized experimental probability distribution P(0) is plotted in Fig. 10. Obvi
ously, this distribution is decidedly not random, since it is strongly peaked at AD. ~ 0. This fact implies an 
approximately collinear, strongly aligned configuration of the triplets PLFr-IMFi-IMFo. To appreciate the de
gree of alignment of the PLFr-IMF triple, assume a mean AO = (0.2-0.3) and recall the definition of the PLF- 
TLF Reference (Fig. 5) in terms of PLFr and IMFi. Then, the velocity vector of the second IMF is measured 
to be misaligned with the PLFr/IMFi direction of flight by less than ±(15°- 20°).

An alternative and popular method of analyzing particle-particle correlations in terms of a velocity corre

lation functionR{orel) 129~132 has also been employed to the present data for correlated Li-Li IMF pairs. Here,

the coincidence yield Y12 (ur£>;) of correlated Li pairs, for any given relative velocity vrel, is normalized to an 

uncorrelated yield (tq ) • Y2 (u2)] constructed at random out of the same data set:

K i

12 / V - l-2
(3)

This procedure is insensitive to experimental insufficiencies or artifacts.
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The resulting correlation yield show a de
pression for low relative IMF-IMF velocities 
expected from Coulomb repulsion and a peak 
positive correlation at a relative velocity of 
v,r/ = ~ (22 ± 0-2) ns/cm . This latter

feature is characteristic of an attractive interac
tion, e.g., one associated with an intermediate 
system decaying into two IMFs with the above 
velocity. It is interesting that the above velocity 
is also by 10% higher than given by Coulomb 
systematics, but application of the correspond
ing formula (Equ. 1) is not justified for such 
light nuclei.

In order to evaluate the possibility that the 
two Ti IMFs may originate from the decay of 
an excited 12C intermediate,

>"lv + "lv (3)
statistical simulations were performed with 

the code GEMINI.89 From associated particle 
multiplicities for such hypothetical events, a 

maximum excitation of a 12C IMF of EC(12C) < (24-36) MeV is expected. Carbon nuclei at such low excita
tions decay mostly by alpha particles and nucleons. A fission-like splitting into two Ti fragments is by 3-4 or
ders of magnitude less likely than alpha emission. Furthermore, the two Ti fragments would be directionally 
anticorrelated in their c.m. system. In addition, the lifetime of the C* intermediate at low excitations would be 
so much longer than typical nuclear interaction times47 for the Ca+Sn reaction, such that directional correla
tions with the PTF would have disappeared.

These considerations further corroborate conclusions derived previously, according to which correlated 
IMF pairs are directly produced in the Ca+Sn heavy-ion reaction proper at mid-velocity and in the neck re
gion. Alternative scenarios are defeated by counter arguments given above. Although a detailed analysis for 
IMF triplets in coincidence with PTF remnants has not been conducted for the 48Ca+112=124Sn reactions, such 
events have been detected in kinematical regions consistent with an extended scenario, where a significant 
matter bridge connecting PTF and TTF in a dissipative reaction breaks in multiple locations.

A theoretical analysis is underway investigating the potential energy landscapes and the reaction dynamics 
for the aligned multi-particle systems formed in Ca+Sn collisions. It turns out that mass asymmetric TTFr- 
IMF-PTFr systems are more stable in coll inear configurations and, therefore, more likely formed in periph
eral collisions than systems with more massive IMFs in the neck region. This fact explains naturally the ob
served forward/backward emission anisotropy with respect to heavier PTFr vs. lighter IMFs. Dynamical tra
jectory calculations have shown that conservative forces, modeled with Coulomb and proximity nuclear

111111_I_L

Figure 11: IMF-IMF correlation function vs. relative 
velocity for the two coincident IMF fragments each 
with Z=3. Data are for 48Ca + 112Sn.
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forces are not sufficiently strong to account for the increased relative velocities between PLFr and IMFs. In
clusion of dissipative forces could produce a retardation of Coulomb acceleration, in essence reproducing the 
apparent excess relative IMF/PLFr velocities.

II.4.4 Conclusions

A complex, “necklace” pattern has been observed in the multi-IMF decay of neck-like structures formed 
transiently in 48Ca+112,124Sn reactions at E/A=45 MeV. The process occurs for mid-peripheral collisions, as 
indicated by the multiplicities of associated charged particles, and terminates the normal pattern of dissipative 
reactions, which still prevails in peripheral collisions. Likely, in peripheral collisions, interaction times are too 
short and projectile-target interpenetration too shallow, for massive necks to develop between the nuclei. In 
more violent, central collisions, hot matter in chaotic motion in the overlap region may not be able to reor
ganize into a metastable macroscopic neck.

Properties measured in this experiment pertain to masses and charges of several IMFs in a collinear con
figuration, aligned dynamically between PLF and TLF remnants. The estimated geometry of the neck sug
gests a relation between length and lN ~ (4 — 6) • rN. This estimate is by approximately a factor of 2 lower

than predicted by calculations133 for the maximum neck length, before capillary instability causes its snapping. 
However, one has to keep in mind that these predictions have so far been made only for nuclear matter near 
its ground-state, while the present experiments involve matter at temperatures of approximately (2-3) MeV. 
Obviously, hot matter is less stable than matter in its ground state. In addition, the neck in heavy-ion reac
tions is subjected to mechanical stresses. It is interesting that both variables can, to some extent, be varied 
independently in such reactions.

More extensive measurements of the evolution of “necklace” decay patterns with excitation energy and 
isospin may allow one to investigate the ability of various proposed approximations of the effective equation 
of state of finite nuclei on their thermo-mechanical stability.
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II.5. Characterization of a Novel Plastic Scintillator for y-Rays, Neutrons, and 
Charged Particles

The new commercially available plastic scintillator EJ 299-33 has been fully characterized in both offline 
setup and in beam tests. The EJ 299-33 has been characterized in terms of n-y separation capability using 
time of flight and pulse shape analysis methodologies. The plastic scintillator EJ 299-33 is observed to pos
sess excellent n-y pulse shape discrimination capability and have confirmed its potential value to the nuclear 
engineering and science community in its unique among plastic scintillators dependence of the waveform of 
the light pulse on the type of radiation that gave rise to this pulse. The quantitative evaluation of the n-y sepa
ration using figures of merit suggest that the performance of EJ 299-33 is comparable to that of standard liq
uid scintillator NE 213 implying that replacement of liquid scintillators by EJ 299-33 plastic scintillator for 
applications where employing liquid scintillators is challenged by the known problems of liquids such as tox
icity, flammability, high freezing points, among others is now possible.

Light output functions of EJ 299-33 have been measured for a wide range of isotopes, from hydrogen to 
carbon, and for a wide range of energies up to E/A = 20 MeV. A simple quadratic parameterization is pro
vided for light output functions and is shown to fit experimental data in a manner suggesting that an extrapo
lation of such a parameterization over a significant energy range may be meaningful.

II. 6. A new experimental platform for exotic particle beams at the OMEGA/EP laser facility

A new method of generating energetic particle beams has been realized at the University of Rochester 
Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE). Laser-Ion Acceleration for Nuclear Science (“LIANS”) at the 
OMEGA/EP laser facility allows experimenters to study nuclear reactions in a mode reminiscent of accelerator 
experiments. This platform provides intense, partially tunable beams of projectile particles with continuous, 
exponentially declining, spectra that can reach energies of up to tens of MeV.

The projectile particles are lifted from the near-surface region of a metallic “converter” target irradiated on 
the back with short-pulse laser beams, and accelerated by Coulomb fields produced by a sheath of electrons 
moved by the strong electromagnetic laser fields. The projectile particles can be formed as a directional beam 
that is used to interact with a “physics” target. So far, beams of energetic (MeV) protons and deuterons have 
been produced and used in direct-reaction, pickup and stripping, on targets of H, D, Li and Be.

In future experiments, yields and spectra of neutrons emitted in reactions induced by tritons will be 
measured as functions of mean triton energy. These will be the only triton beams available (since the 1960s) 
anywhere for experimentation. This technical became possible following the group’s radio-chemical studies of 
tritium migration through metal lattices and the role of surface layers in storing tritium inventory of metallic 
samples. A publication of method and first results is in preparation.
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III. Publications (2013-2016)

Book: Nuclear Particle Correlations and Cluster Physics, W. U. Schroder, Editor, World Science Publishing Co, 
Singapore, London, 400 pages, in press (2016)
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"Surface Boiling-An Obvious but Like No Other Decay Mode of Highly Excited Atomic Nuclei,"
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"Spinodal Vaporization— a Critical and Imposing Decay Mode of Highly Excited Nuclear Systems," 
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